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OK This game is amazing! Like that should be your main takeaway from everything else I say:
My partner, and two buddies recorded some straight up game-play so see how it feels:
https://youtu.be/lonCfERs9b8

On it's own its enjoyable but where this excels is in the co-operative element of asymmetric game-play. It hard in places,
ludicrously so at times, but all the way through its that fun giggling bit of nostalgic gaming where you end up encouraging and
shouting at the person next to you as you work together.

The experience is smooth, there's no locomotion which means no nausea at all and even the co-op PC player can have great fun
when not in VR.

I love this game, my partner loves playing it with me and the devs are great, there's already been some extra content thrown out
and it so enjoyable!.. Bought it for 70 cents.
Never played it.
10\/10. It's a no from me.. Best value game!
. Great game love to play it!. Planets Under Attack is a real-time strategy game.

The gameplay mechanic of Planets Under Attack are simple and not very deep, but it's good, not too easy and need some time to
master. You start with a planet, build up fleets and then set out to conquer neutral or\/and enemy planets. But you have to make
the right decision which planet to attack first and use tactics. The first level of the game could be easy, but when you play
deeper into the game, there's when the fun begin.

The graphics of Planets Under Attack is cartoon, but that doesn't make the game a children game. The UI is good and well
designed.

Planets Under Attack is another good and fun game. I recommend this.

Rating 8\/10. Play as Commander Shepard on an epic sex craving adventure in space! Make love to a variety of alien women
more desirable than our own. Why not purchase a pet hamster when you stop by at the Citadel? Or pick up an alien nudie mag
in the Omega markets? Waste precious resources probing Uranus and laugh about it in the process, drink until you pass out
during important mission assignments, accept bribes and utilize drugs during combat, punch women and bully those inferior
than yourself. Remember to shout-out your badass catchphrase whenever a conversation has gone on long enough: "I should go."
So profound! Did I forget to mention that your pilot is none other than Seth Green -- he who happens to crack jokes while
maintaining a respectable attitude all at the same time? Oh, you can also save the galaxy whenever you're in the mood, there's
that too.

All aboard the Shagwagon SR2!. My tutorial\/review of CASE #8...
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=CklNDauVpfU

Good game, not as scary as I imagined. It needs a bit of work due to the crashing. The game is slow paced overall but once you
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get to the scary stuff, you won't regret buying it.
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If you love Tetris.....then don't buy this. The "concept" of this game is like 3D Tetris. However, you have no abilty to rotate
pieces to fit properly, clearing lines is basically impossible and impractical based off of game mechanics\/controls. One of the
worst things besides non-existing piece rotations is the inability to see the current falling piece...it gives you a projected
"shadow" of where the piece will fall but you have no idea which piece it will be until it's too late. (If the shadow covers 3
squares it could be a line piece-horizontally- or a Z...or an L. No, really...you don't know until the piece is 1 second from landing
its position which in Tetris is both unforgivable and unforgiving. Don't do it, it's not worth it even on sale (which is when I
bought it).

Summary: It's a "how long can you last" "highest score" game rather than strategy (like Flappy Bird, Stacker or Spiral for
instance). It took me like 10mins to figure out how to join, but its absolutely cool game, it reminds me old days when i watch
Xiao Xiao fights and other stickman fights :). As others have said it does have issues and is rather bare bones even for hentai.
Just isn't that interesting and there's probably better city builders if I feel like buying one. Plan to refund it and use the money on
the next game that kagura bring out here.. I didn't expect alot from this game considering it's low price. Was more excited about
the avenged sevenfold sountrack. You have no idea how disappointed I was when I played this and found the gameplay was
worse than I ever could of hoped for and they ran the soundtrack through a Sega Genesis to give it that 80's video game feel. I
paid less than $5 dollars for it would like to be compensated $100 for pain and suffering.. Simple, cheap, fun. Looks great, love
the style. Duck Hunt on steroids. Lots of splosions.. I've bought every physical expansion bar Big in Japan which isn't released
here.
I've been waiting ages for this to come out, and when it does it peaks at 15 daily users, and because of my timeone when I try
and play there is noone online.

When I do find a match, half the time the game dumps me out before the end of game, and my stats have been wiped twice. I
didn't buy this game to play against an AI, I bought it because there are very few SU players near me.

Such a waste of money. I expected more from AEG. If this is the quality of product they support, I'll be more wary in the
future.. The gameplay, apart from being translated, is left untouched, so the experience is still authentic. Recommended for
those who cannot read Japanese and can care less about the missing trains in this release to play this game.

Just keep in mind that many JR trains, amongst more from private Japanese railway companies, are not available in the
international release due to potentially inhibiting licensing fees and\/or reasons undisclosed by the publisher of the International
Release.

On the other hand, for those who can actually read Japanese, know Japan enough to lust for the missing trains, and has enough
knowledge to buy the download store version from the ARTDINK online store, BY ALL MEANS GO THERE INSTEAD.
More trains are available there and trains from JR Central can be added via the JR Central Addon Pack.. This is just not a good
game, and it is such a shame because the developer can do WAY better.
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